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This paper comprises a systematic omparison of several complexity classes of functions 
that are computed nondeterministically in polynomial time or with an oracle in NP. There are 
three components o this work: 
• A taxonomy is presented that demonstrates all known inclusion relations of these classes. 
For (nearly) each inclusion that is not shown to hold, evidence is presented to indicate that 
the inclusion is false. As an example, consider FewPF, the class of multivalued functions that 
are nondeterminisfically computable in polynomial time such that for each x there is a 
polyomial bound on the number of distinct output values of f(x). We show that 
FewPF_~c PF Nv- However, we show pFNV_~ FewPF if and only if NP = co-NP, and thus 
pFNV_c FewPF is likely to be false. 
• Whereas it is known that pNV(O(log n))= pNV~ pNP, we show that pFNv(o(log n))= 
PF NP implies P=FewP and R=NP.  Also, we show that pFNV=pF NP if and only if 
ptNtP = pNV 
• We show that if every nondeterministic polynomial-time multivalued function has a 
single-valued nondeterministic refinement (equivalently, if every honest function that is com- 
putable in polynomial-time can be inverted by a single-valued nondeterministic function), 
then there exists a disjoint pair of NP-complete sets such that every separator is NP-hard. The 
latter is a previously studied open problem that is closely related to investigations on promise 
problems. This result motivates a study of reductions between partial multivalued 
functions. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper  we study complex i ty  classes of funct ions that  cor respond to well- 
known complex i ty  classes of  sets (decis ion problems) .  For  the classes to be dis- 
cussed, all possible inclusions are shown.  For  inclusions that  are not  shown,  we 
prov ide  evidence as to why they probab ly  do not  hold. For  each inclus ion that  is 
shown,  we prove  results about  whether  the inc lus ion is proper.  Usual ly ,  two 
funct ion classes col lapse if and only if the cor respond ing  set classes col lapse. 
However ,  surprises will occur. For  example,  whereas it is well known that 
PNP(O( log n ) )= p~V [Hem 87, Wagb,  BH88] ,  we will show that  the cor respond ing  
classes of functions, pFNP(O( logn) )  and Nv PF ,  , are equal  only  if P = FewP and 
* The author acknowledges support by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9002292. 
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P=R.  (FewP is defined in [AR88].) Another surprise is a connection with the 
study of promise problems and with a conjecture about promise problems of Even, 
Selman, and Yacobi [ESY84]. 
This paper is an attempt at a systematic study of the complexity of computing 
functions. It is certainly the case that partial functions are the fundamental objects 
studied in recursive function theory, so it is somewhat surprising that complexity 
theory has developed largely as a theory of the classification of languages only and 
has ignored a classification of function classes. This is unfortunate, for some of the 
exciting recent developments in complexity theory directly concern complexity of 
function classes. This is true, for example, of Toda's result that PH _c p # P [Tod89 ]. 
Krentel's work that relates the complexity of optimization problems to set recogni- 
tion problems in the Boolean Hierarchy is concerned not only with the complexity 
of function classes [Kre88], but it is directly concerned with relating the 
complexity of function classes with those of certain set recognition problems. 
The problems we traditionally think of as set recognition problems are more 
naturally thought of as functional computational problems. Presumably, one does 
not care to know only whether a graph has a hamiltonian circuit, but one wants 
a hamiltonian circuit to be output, if in fact one exists. (Certainly, a chemist wishes 
to find an isomorphism between two graphs, if one exists, and is not content with 
merely an answer to the existence question.) A given graph might have no 
hamiltonian circuit, or it might have several, or even exponentially many. Thus, it 
is natural to think of the hamiltonian circuit problem as a partial multivalued 
function; moreover, this function has an obvious nondeterministic algorithm. 
Showing that a problem is complete or hard for a class has in practice been 
sufficient for showing that no efficient algorithm exists for computing witnesses to 
the problem. This is because the combinatorial problems we usually study are 
self-reducible. It is not known whether all problems in NP are self-reducible 
(cf. [Se188]), so it is not known whether the familiar approach can work in all 
cases. This is a primary motivation for studying function classes directly and for 
directly inquiring about the complexity of multivalued functions that can be solved 
by nondeterministic algorithms. 
We might have subtitled this paper, "On the complexity of inverting one-way 
functions," but a meaningful explanation of this comment must wait until several 
technical definitions are given. For now, let us note that the inverse of any honest 
polynomial-time computable function is itself a function, albeit a multivalued func- 
tion, and that this inverse is solvable by an obvious nondeterministic algorithm. 
Thus, for this reason also, it makes sense to inquire directly about the complexity 
of multivalued functions that can be solved by nondeterministic algorithms. 
1.1. Definitions of Some Complexity Classes of Functions 
We fix 27 to be the finite alphabet {0, 1 }. Let f :  27* ~-+ 27* be a partial multivalued 
function. We write f(x)~-*y, if y is a value of f on input string x. Define 
graph( f )= {(x ,y)  [f(x)~--,y}, dom(f )= {x [3y(f(x)~--~y)}, and range( f )= 
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{y[3x(f(x)~--~y)}. If xCdom(f ) ,  we will say that f i s  undefined at x, and if f is 
single-valued and x¢ dora(f), we will say that f(x) is undefined. Several of the 
definitions we consider originate in [BLS84]. 
A transducer T is a nondeterministic Turing machine with a read-only input 
tape, a write-only output tape, and accepting states in the usual manner. T com- 
putes a value y on an input string x if there is an accepting computation of T on 
x for which y is the final contents of T's output tape. (In this case, we will write 
T(x)~-+y.) Such transducers compute partial, multivalued functions. (As trans- 
ducers do not typically accept all input strings, when we write "function," partial 
function" is always intended. If a function f is total, it will always be explicitly 
noted.) 
• NPMV is the set of all partial, multivalued functions computed by nondeter- 
ministic polynomial time-bounded transducers; 
• NPSV is the set of all fE  NPMV that are single-valued; 
• PF is the set of all partial functions computed by deterministic polynomial 
time-bounded transducers. 
If L is any set in NP, let SL denote the semi-characteristic function of L; i.e., 
SL(x) = 1 if and only if xeL. (SL(x) is undefined for all x¢L.) Observe that the 
partial function SL belongs to NPSV and that dom(SL)----L. It is easy to see that 
dora(f) is in P for every partial single-valued function f in PF. Thus, SL does not 
belong to PF unless L belongs to P. 
Let sat be the multivalued function defined by sat(x) ~-+y if and only if x encodes 
a formula of propositional logic and y encodes a satisfying assignment of x. Let 
SAT denote the NP-complete satisfiability problem; i.e., SAT is the set of encodings 
of all satisfiable formulas. Then, sat belongs to NPMV and dora(sat)= SAT. 
Given partial multivalued functions f and g, define g to be a refinement of f  if 
dom(g) = dora(f) and for all x e dom(g) and all y, if g(x)~ y, then f(x)~-+y. 
Although it remains an open question, we believe that sat does not have a refine- 
ment in the class NPSV. This question is considered in detail in Section 3. 
Let ~- and ~ be classes of partial multivalued functions. Purely as a convention, 
i f f  is a partial multivalued function, we define f~c ~ if ~ contains a refinement g 
off ,  and we define ~- ~c qq if for every f~  Y,  f~c ~. Thus, "NPMV ___c PF" would 
mean that every partial multivalued function in NPMV can be computed efficiently 
by some deterministic polynomial time transducer. 
The following proposition is known: 
PROPOSITION 1. 1 [Se192]. NPMV_~cPF ifandonly t fP=NP.  
2 [SXB83]. NPSV_~PF ifandonly t fP=NP.  
Following Valiant [Va176], given a class of partial multivalued functions i f ,  let 
~g denote the class of al l fE o~- such that graph(f)~ P. Valiant noted that ordinary 
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search problems associated with NP decision problems are partial multivalued 
functions in NPMVg. That is, let R(x, y) be an arbitrary relation in P, and let p 
be a polynomial, so that A= {xl3ytyl<~p(ixllR(x,y)} is an arbitrary set in NP. 
Define 
fA(x)~-~any y such that [Yl ~p(lxl)/x R(x,y), ifxsA. 
These naturally occuring partial multivalued functions are in NPMVg, and the 
function sat is a typical example. 
Observe that if A belongs to the class UP of problems that have unique solution 
[Va176], then for each x, there is at most one y such that lyL ~p([x])/x R(x,y). 
Thus, for A in UP, fA belongs to NPNVg. 
A function fe  PF is honest if there is a polynomial q such that for every y in 
range(f) there exists x in dora(f) such that f(x)--y and Ixl ~< q(I y[). The inverse 
of every honest functionfe PF belongs to NPMVg, and the inverse of every honest 
one-one function f s  PF belongs to NPSVg. (These are easy exercises; the main 
point to keep in mind is that the inverse of a single-valued function is a multivalued 
function.) 
Given a partial multivalued function f, for all x, we define 
set-f(x) = {y If(x) ~--~ y}. 
• FewPF is the set of all functions f in NPMV such that for some polynomial 
p and all x, Ilset-f(x)ll ~<p([xl). 
I f f~ FewPF, then it makes sense to seek all of these values. For this reason, we 
redefine our conventions for feFewPF  and for ~ ~_ FewPF. For a finite set 
{Y l, ..., Y,}, where the elements are listed in lexicographic order, c({yl ..... yn}) = 
%Yl "'" %Y,,%, where % is a symbol not in ~. If Ilset-f(x)ll is finite for each x, then 
the function c(set-f) is defined by c(set-f)(x)= c(set-f(x)); e(set-f) is a single-valued 
total function. Given fE FewPF and a class of single-valued functions ~, define 
f~c ~ to mean that c(set-f)~ if, and given a class of functions ~-_  FewPF, let 
"~---c (¢" denote the assertion that "for every f~ ~,  e(set - f )~."  The intended 
meaning will always be clear from the context. 
Finally, we mention the class of functions computed in polynomial time with 
oracles in NP, namely PF ~v, and the class of functions computed in polynomial 
time with at most O(log n) queries to an oracle in NP, namely PFNV(O(log n)). 
A partial function f is in PF ~v if f is computable in polynomial time with an oracle 
in NP. We say that f is in pFNV(O(log n)) i f f~ PF Nv and f is computable using 
at most O(log n) queries on inputs of length n. Note that PF Nv and pFNv(O(log n)) 
are classes of single-valued partial functions. Krentel [Kre88] studied these classes 
and demonstrated that if PF Nv = pFNV(O(log n)), then P = NP. (Krentel considers 
total functions, but the results in [Kre88] remain true for partial functions as 
well.) 
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Kadin [Kad87] showed that if NP has sparse Turing-complete s ts, then the 
entire polynomial hierarchy collapses to PNP(O(log n)). The class pNV(O(1ogn)) 
has emerged in recent years as a natural and robust complexity class. It is equal to 
the class of sets that are polynomial time truth-table reducible to SAT [Hem87, 
Wagb, BH88], namely p~V, and has natural complete sets [Kre88, KSW86, 
Kad87, Waga]. 
Thus the relationships 
pNV(O(1og n)) = pNV c pNV 0) 
are known. 
Here we will consider the corresponding class of functions that can be computed 
nonadaptively with oracles in NP, viz. Nv PF ,  . A partial functionfis in PF Nv if there 
is an oracle Turing machine transducer T such that f~ PF Nv via T with an oracle 
L in NP and a polynomial time computable function f:  {0, 1 }* ~ (c{0, 1 }*)* such 
that, for each input x to T, T only makes queries to L from the list f(x). 
1.2. Summary of Results 
Figure 1, the taxonomy of function classes, summarizes all the known inclusions 
among the classes just described. An inclusion of a class of multivalued functions 
in a class of single-valued functions is in accordance with the appropriate onven- 
NV tion. All of the inclusions indicated are obvious except for FewPF---c PF ,  . 
pF NP 
~NPSVp F g 
FIG. 1. Taxonomy of function classes. 
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Analogous to the relations in (1), we note the following inclusions: 
pFNP(O(log n)) ~_ PF NP _ PF NP. (2) 
Krentel demonstrated that if the outer two functions classes are equal, then 
P = NP. We will show the following concerning the two inner inclusions. 
We will show that pNP= pNP if and only if pFNP= PF~ P. I.e., the right two 
function classes in (2) are equal if and only if all three set classes in (1) are equal. 
Beigel, Hemachandra, nd Wechsung [BHW89] showed that PNP(O(log n))___ PP. 
Thus, PFNP= PF NP implies P~P~_ PP. We take this to be evidence that the classes 
PF NP and PF~ P are not identical. 
We will show that if PFNP(O(log n)) = N~' PFtt , then FewP = P and R = NP. Thus, 
the left two function classes in (2) are equal only if complexity classes collapse in 
an unexpected way. This result stands in direct contrast to the fact that 
PNP(O( Iog  n)) = P~P.  
Are the conclusions given in Fig. 1 the only ones, and are they strict ? Each logi- 
cal possibility will be examined. Many (such as that demonstrated by Krentel) hold 
only if P -= NP. One of the more interesting results to follow if that FewPFg ---c PF 
if and only if FewP~P.  In fact, the result PFNP(O(logn))=PF~ P implies 
FewP = P will follow as a corollary of this theorem. 
Now let us understand these results in terms of measuring the complexity of 
inverting one-way functions. For every single-valued class of functions ~q, it is easy 
to see that NPMVg ~_ c ~ only if every honest polynomial-time computable function 
can be inverted in ~ (or, more precisely, only if the inverse of every honest fe  PF 
has a refinement g E ~), and, for the classes in which we are interested, we will see 
that this condition is necessary and sufficient. Furthermore, we will see that for 
most classes ~, NMPVg___c ~q if and only if NPMVc_c ~. Although we already 
know that arbitrary honest polynomial-time computable functions can be inverted 
deterministically in polynomial time (i.e., NMPVg _~ PF) only if P -- NP, perhaps 
every such function can be inverted in some interesting weaker class such as 
PFNP(O(logn)) or NPSV? Thus, we see that such questions can be formulated 
precisely as questions about inclusions between function classes. As an example of 
this principle, the inverse of every honest fe  PF has a refinement g e NPSV if and 
only if NPMVg _~c NPSV. 
The question of whether NPMVg___~ NPSV (which is equivalent to NPMV ___c 
NPSV) is particularly interesting. We will show that this relation holds only if there 
exist disjoint NP-complete sets such that every set that separates ~ them is NP-hard, 
which contradicts the conjecture studied in [ESY84, GS88]. This question is taken 
up in Section 3. 
1 Let A and B be disjoint sets. A set L separates A and B if A ~_ L and B ~ .L. 
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1.3. Promise Problems 
Section 3 uses previous work on promise problems and so a brief introduction is
given here. A promise problem is a formulation of a partial decision problem. 
Informally, a promise problem has the structure 
input x 
promise Q( x ) 
property R(x), 
where Q and R are predicates. An algorithm solves the promise problem if given an 
input x, it answers the question whether R(x) given that Q(x). The behavior of such 
an algorithm may be arbitrary on instances x for which the promise Q is false. 
Promise problems are important to theoretical groundings of public-key cryp- 
tography [ESY84, GS88], and they arise in combinatorial studies as well 
[VV85, GLS81]. We refer the reader to [ESY84, GS88] for in depth treatments of 
promise problems. 
Formally, a recursive promise problem is a pair of recursive predicates (Q, R). 
A deterministic Turing machine M that halts on every input solves (Q, R) if 
Vx[Q(x) ~ [M(x) = "yes"+-* R(x)]]. 
If M solves (Q, R), then the language L(M) accepted by M is a solution to (Q, R). 
Every recursive set of the form (Q c~ R)w Jr-, where J (~ Q = ~,  is a solution to 
(Q, R). Thus, Q n R, R, and Q - R = (Q n R) u Q are all solutions to (Q, R). 
NPP is the class of all promise problems (Q, R) that have a solution in NP. 
Co-NPP is the class of all promise problems (Q, R) such that (Q, R) is in NPP; 
equivalently, co-NPP is the class of all promise problems (Q, R) that have a solu- 
tion in co-NP. 
The following reductions between promise problems are defined in [GS88]: 
(i) A promise problem (Q, R) is Turing reducible in polynomial time to a 
promise problem (S, T), in symbols, (Q, R)"~T (S, T), if, for every solution A of 
(S, T), there is a deterministic polynomial time-bounded oracle Turing machine M 
such that M with oracle A solves (Q, R). 
(ii) A promise problem (Q, R) is uniformly Turing reducible in polynomial 
time to a promise problem (S, T), in symbols, (Q, R) PV ~<UT (S, T), if there is a deter- 
ministic polynomial time-bounded oracle Turing machine M such that, for every 
solution A of (S, T), the language recognized by M with oracle A solves (Q, R). 
One of the main results in [GS88] is that (Q,R)<~P(s, T) implies 
(Q, R) PV ~<tn" (S, T). 
Given partial multivalued functions f and g, define g to be an extension of f  if 
domain(f)_~domain(g) and for all x~dom(f )  and all y, if g(x)~--~y, then 
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f(x)~--~y. A function g is a single-valued total extension of f if g is a single-valued 
total function and g is an extension o f f  
The question of whether a function f has an extension g in a smaller class 
distinguishes the computational problem of computing values from the domain 
recognition problem. This approach might be useful in cryptographic applica- 
tions : Suppose a cryptanalyst has such a g e PF which outputs a secret for "good" 
inputs. The function g is not actually computing f because it is not capable of 
recognizing "good" inputs; i.e., it cannot determine membership n dora(f). For the 
cryptanalyst though, this is good enough as this g still breaks the code. 
For any single-valued partial function f, (QF, Rf) is the promise problem with 
promise Qf= dom(f)  x Z*, and property Rf= { (x, y )  [ x ~ dom(f)  and y ~<f(x)}. 
(Q f, Rf) is called the promise problem associated withf For convenience, we repeat 
here the following proposition from [GS88]. This proposition shows that finding 
an algorithm to compute a partial function f is equivalent to finding an algorithm 
to solve (Q:-, Rs). 
A single-valued partial function is polynomial-bounded if there is a polynomial p
such that for all x in the domain off,  If(x)1 ~<p([xl). 
PROPOSITION 2. 2 (i) If f is a single-valued polynomial-bounded partial function 
and A is a solution of (Qf, Rf), then there is a total function h that extends f such 
that h <<, PA. 
(ii) I f  f is a single-valued partial function and h is a single-valued total 
extension off, then there is a solution A of (Qf, Ru) such that A <~ h. 
Proof (i) On an input string x, apply a binary search algorithm to find the 
largest y (whose length is within the right polynomial ength of x) such that 
(x, y) e A. Let h(x) = y. If no such y exists, then define h(x) to be 2. Since A is a 
solution, y = h(x) =f(x )  for x ~ dora(f). 
(ii) Given h, define A = Rh, the only solution of (Qh, Rh). It is easy to see that 
A is a solution of (Qz, RF) and A ~<P h. | 
2. INCLUSION RELATIONS 
Given a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M, let flu denote the 
multivalued function that on input x ~ L(M), outputs an accepting computation of 
M, and that is undefined otherwise. Observe that fM ~ NPMVg. 
Given a set L, recall that SL denotes the semi-characteristic function of L, and 
let Cr denote the characteristic function of L (CL(x) = 1, if x e L, and CL(x) = 0, 
if xeE) .  
Let z= ( , )  denote a polynomial time computable pairing function with 
polynomial time computable inverses al and 0- 2. 
z Both statements of this proposition i [GS88] include as hypothesis that fe NPSV, but this is not 
required. 
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2.1. The Inclusions Indicated in Fig. 1 All Hold 
For f~  NPMV, let Rf = { (x, z)  [ 3y(f(x) ~-~ y and z ~ y) }. Rf belongs to NP and 
it can be used as an oracle in a binary search procedure to find the largest value 
y such that f(x)~--~y. Thus, NPMV-~c pFNP. 
It is well known that PNP(O(1og n)) NP ~--Ptt , and the same proof demonstrates 
that pFnt'(O(1og n)) ___ PF~ P. 
Our next goal is to prove that FewPF-~c pFNP. The idea is to encode all infor- 
mation in a FewPF function into an NP oracle. There is a simple intuition that we 
illustrate first with single-valued functions. This intuition states that a function f is 
nonadaptively computed (relative to some oracle) if and only if each output bit of 
the answerf(x) can be determined independently and nonadaptively (relative to the 
oracle). 
For any single-valued function f, code(f) is defined in [Se178] to be the set of 
all triples (a, x, k),  where a ~ { 0, 1 }, x ~ Z*, and k ~ {0, 1 } * is the binary represen- 
tation of a number n(k), such that the following properties hold: (0, x, k )  
code(f) *--~f(x) has an n(k)th bit (i.e., x E dora(f) andf(x)  has length ~> n(k)), and 
(1, x, k )  e code(f) ~ the n(k)th bit off(x)  is 1. A number of properties of code(f) 
are summarized in Lemma2.2 of [SXB83], and we repeat them there in the 
following proposition. 
Recall that a function f is polynomial-bounded if there is a polynomial p such that 
for all x in the domain o f f  Jf(x)[ ~<p(]x]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be a single-valued function. 
~P (i) I f  f is polynomial-bounded, then f ..~ tt code(f). 
(ii) I f  f is polynomial-bounded and for some A, code(f) ~ pA, then f ~ PF A. 
(iii) I f f6  PF A, then code(f) ~ pA. 
We illustrate the power of this coding by showing that pNP pNP if and only if 
- -  ~ - -  tt 
pF NP = pF NP. 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) f~PF  NP ~f and only if f is polynomial-bounded and 
code(f) ~ pNe. 
(ii) f~  PF NP if and only if f is polynomial-bounded and code(f) ~ pNe. 
Proof Statement (i) from left to right follows from Proposition 3, part (iii). The 
converse follows from Proposition 3, part (ii). This proves the first assertion. 
-< P code(f) -< P By Proposition 3, part (i), f' ~tt code(f), so ..~ tt SAT implies f~  PuttNe. 
Conversely, if f~PF  NP, then code(f)~ P/NP by the obvious algorithm: Given a 
triple (a ,x ,k )  compute f (x)  and read the answer. This proves the second 
assertion. | 
NP - -  NP THEOREM 1. P -Pit ifandonly /fpFNP= PUttNP. 
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Proof The implication from right to left is obvious. Assume that pN•= pNP. 
Let fe  PF NP. Then, code(f) e pNP, by Proposition 4(i). So, code(f) e ~P P tt , and 
therefore, by Proposition 4(ii), f~  PF NP. | 
Next we extend the definition of code(f) to multivalued functions. For each mul- 
tivalued function f, define code'(f) to be the set of all tuples (i,j, ~, x, k), where 
i,j, and k are binary representations of numbers n(i), n(j), and n(k), respectively, 
and n(j)<<.n(i), such that (i,j, O, x, k )ecode' ( f )  if there are at least n(i) distinct 
values o f f  on x such that the n(j)th value in lexicographic order has an n(k)th bit. 
And, (i,j, 1, x, k )~ code'(f) if there are at least n(i) distinct values o f f  on x such 
that the n(k)th bit of the n(j)th value in lexicographic order is one. The following 
proposition follows directly. 
PROt'OS~TION 5. For each fe  FewPF, code'(f) e NP. 
THEOREM 2. FewPF ---c pFNP. 
Proof. Let fE  FewPF. It suffices to show that all the values of f on an input 
word x can be nonadaptively computed in polynomial time from code'(f). First, 
for each n(i)~<p([x[), ask the query (i, i, 0, x, 1 ). The largest value n(i) for which 
the oracle code'(f) answers "yes" is the exact number of strings in set-f (x). Once 
this value is known, then make all queries (i, j, 0, x, k )  and (i, j, 1, x, k )  for this 
value of i and all possible j and k in order to compute set-f (x). (Note that this is 
a nonadaptive procedure, since all possible queries can be asked in advance for 
both stages of the procedure.) | 
All other inclusion relations exhibited in Fig. 1 are obvious. 
2.2. And No Other Inclusions Hold 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  ~ is a class of functions such that h~a2(h)6~,  then 
NPMVg ~c ff implies NPMV ---c ft. 
Proof. Assume that ff satisfies the hypothesis, and assume that NPMVg---c ft. 
Let f s  NPMV, and let M be a nondeterministic ransducer that computes f Define 
a nondeterministic ransducer M' as follows: On input x, M' guesses a string y. If 
y is an accepting computation of M on input x, then M' outputs the pair (y,  z), 
where z is the final contents of M's output tape on computation y.
Let g be the function computed by M', and observe that the graph of g, 
{ (x, (y,  z ) ) [ y is an accepting computation ofM on input x 
and z is the final contents of M's output ape on computation y}, 
belongs to P. Thus, g e NPMVg, so, by assumption, g has a refinement h that is in 
~. (For all x, g(x) ~ h(x).) 
Define h'(x)=a2(h(x)), for all x. Then, h' is a refinement off,  and h'Ef¢. | 
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All the classes we consider satisfy the hypothesis of this proposition, so, for 
example, the following corollary holds. However, this result does not seem to hold 
for restricted single-valued classes of the form (¢g. In particular, h ~ fqg does not 
necessarily imply 0" 2 (h)  E ~g. 
COROLLARY 1. NPMV _~ c NPSV if and only if NPMVg ~c NPSV. 
PROPOSrTION 7. (Krentel). f~  PFNP(O(log n)) and graph(f) ~ P impliesf~ PF. 
Although this proposition is not stated by Krentel in [Kre88], the proof is 
embedded in the proof of his Theorem 4.1. Namely, there is a pSAT machine M that 
computes f and that makes at most O(log n) queries. Simulate M on input x for all 
possible oracle answers. This gives a polynomial number of possible output values. 
A value y =f(x)  if and only if (x, y} ~ graph(f). Since graph(f) ~ P, f~  PF. 
The following theorem shows that a very large number of possible inclusions 
hold if and only if P = NP. 
THEOREM 3. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. P=NP 
2. NPMV~cPF  
3. NPMV ~NPMVg 
4. NPMV_~c FewPFg 
5. NPMV___c NPSVg 




10. FewPF ---c NPSVg 
11. NPSV_~PF 
12. NPSV___NPMVg 
13. NPSV~ FewPFg 
14. NPSV~ NPSVg 
15. NPMVg_~c PF 
16. NPMVg_~c pFNP(O(1og n)) 
17. PF Np_~PF 
18. PF NP~NPMVg 
19. PF Np_~FewPFg 
20. PF Np___NPSVg 
21. PF NP_~PFNP(O(Iog n)) 
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22. PF~ P~_PF 
23. PF~ v ___ NPMVg 
24. PF~ v ~_ FewPFg 
25. PF~ v ___ NPSVg 
26. pFNV(O(log n))__PF 
27. pFNV(O(log n))_NPMVg 
28. pF~V(O(log n))_FewPFg 
29. pFNV(O(log n))_~NPSVg. 
Proof Sketch. Most items are proved readily from Propositions 1, 6, and 7. We 
will illustrate the proof of key exceptions and leave the remaining cases to the 
reader. 
Item 5. To see that NPMV --c NPSVg implies P = NP, observe that if the graph 
of SL, {(x, 1) [ x~L}, belongs to P, then obviously LEP  as well. 
Bern 15. To see that NPMVg ~c PF implies P = NP, let L be an NP-complete 
set and let M be an NP-acceptor for L. Then, by hypothesis, the function fL ~ PF. 
So, L ~ P follows immediately. |
Another sizeable number of possible inclusions hold if and only if NP = co-NP. 
THEOREM 4. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. NP=co-NP 
2. pNv ~Np 
3. P~P___ NP 
4. PF Nv~NPSV 
5. PF Nv~FewPF 
6. PF Np_NPMV 
7. pF~ P_cNPSV 
8. pF~ v_cFewPF 
9. pF~ P_cNPMV 
10. pFNI'(O(log n)) ~NPSV 
11. pFNV(O(log n))_ FewPF 
12. pFNv(o(log n))~NPMV. 
Proof. It is well known that NP = co-NP implies pNV___ NP. (If NP = co-NP, 
then the NP oracle can be replaced by NP-acceptors for the oracle and for its com- 
plement.) Thus, items 1-3 are seen to be equivalent. Similarly, NP = co-NP implies 
PF Nv _ NPSV, which in turn implies items 5 and 6. To see that item 6 implies 
NP = co-NP, consider the characteristic function of any NP-complete set. The 
remaining cases are proved similarly. | 
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2.2.1. UP, FewP, and FEW 
Some of the remaining possibilities are equivalent to either P = UP or P = FewP. 
It is proved in [GS88] that P -UP  if and only if NPSVg~PF. Thus, using 
Proposition 7 as well, we have the following theorem. 




COROLLARY 2. NPSV ~ pFNP(O(1og n)) implies P = UP. 
THEOREM 6. NPMVg ~c NPSVg implies NP = UP. 
Proof It is proved in [GS88] that NP=UP if and only if there is a function 
in NPSVg whose domain is NP-complete. Let L be any NP-complete set and let M 
be an NP-acceptor for L. The function fM belongs to NPMVg, so, by hypothesis, 
there is a refinement h offM that belongs to NPSVg. Furthermore, dom(h)= L is 
NP-complete. | 
We should not inquire whether NPMV _~ FewPF. For one thing, the set-theoretic 
inclusion is false, for it is well known that formulas of proportional logic can have 
exponentially many satisfying assignments. Thus, NPMV ~ FewPF, NMPVg 
FewPF, and NPMVg ~ FewPFg. Furthermore, the inquiry is meaningless because 
Fig. 1 collapses to a point if and only if P = NP. Thus, these classes cannot separate 
trivially. The correct questions for us to raise are whether NPMV___c FewPF, 
whether NPMVg_cFewPF, and whether NPMVg___~ FewPFg. The following 
theorem addresses one of these questions. 
THEOREM 7. NPMVg -~c FewPFg implies NP = FewP. 
Proof Let L be an NP-complete set and let M be an NP-acceptor for L. The 
function fM belongs to NPMVg, so, by hypothesis, there is a refinement h of fM 
that belongs to FewPFg. Furthermore, dom(h)=L is NP-complete. Since 
xeL+-~3y<x,y)egraph(h) andgraph(h)eP, LeFewP follows. | 
Similar to Theorem 5, we equate the function class collapse of FewPFg to PF 
with the set class collapse of FewP to P. 
THEOREM 8. FewPFg ~ c PF / f  and only if FewP = P. 
Proof The proof from left to right is straightforward. Assume FewP = P. Let 
fe  FewPFg, let M be a nondeterministic ransducer that computes f in time q, and 
let p bound []set-fir. 
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Consider the language 
L = {(x, c(F), u) I Fis a finite set and there exists 
w ¢ F such that u is a prefix of w andf(x)  ~-~ w}. 
We claim that L ~ FewP: Given x, F, and u, guess a string w and check whether 
w ¢ F, u is a prefix of w, and (x, w) e graph(f). The number of correct guesses is at 
most p([xl ). 
Since FewP = P is assumed, L E P. For each x, the following algorithm uses L to 
compute c(set-f(x)) in polynomial time. The basic idea is to maintain F as a subset 
of e(set-f(x)). Use L to determine whether there exists a value o f f (x)  that does not 
belong to F; if so, use L to find such a value w by implementing a typical prefix 
search and then increment F to contain w. 
begin 
input x; 
F :=~;  
while (x, c(F), 2) ~ L do 
begin {F is a proper subset of set-f (x)} 
u :=2;  
while ((x, u) ¢ graph(f)  v u ~ F) do 
if (x, c(F), uO) ~ L 
then u := u0 
else if (x, c(F), ul)~ L 
then u := ul; 
{f(x)~--~ u A u(~F} 
F :=Fu [u] 
end; 
halt in an accepting state with c(F) on the output tape 
end. 
When execution of the outer while-loop terminates, F= set-f (x). To see this, note 
that the inner while-loop is reached only if there is a string y ~ set-f (x) that has not 
yet been found and that the inner while-loop preserves this property. In particular, 
the inner while-loop terminates only when a string u is found such that f (x )~ u 
and u ¢ F. This condition ensures that if f (x )~ Wl and f (x )~ w2, where Wl is a 
prefix of w2, then both wl and w2 are eventually placed into F. 
Let us observe that the procedure runs in polynomial time. Since L e P and 
graph(f)  e P, each test takes polynomial time. The outer while-loop is executed at 
most p(]x[) times, and, for each execution of the outer loop, the inner while-loop 
executes at most q(Ix]) times. Thus, we conclude that c(set-f)~ PF. | 
THEOREM 9. FewPFg ~ c NPSVg implies FewP = UP. 
Proof. Let L ~ FewP, and let M be a FewP-acceptor for L. The function 
fM ~ FewPFg, so, by hypothesis, c(set-f) ~ NPSVg. Then, L ~ UP by the following 
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algorithm:On i put x, guess a string y and check whether (x, y)  ~ graph(c(set-f)). 
If so, then accept, for in this case x e L. | 
For each nondeterministic polynomial time-bounded Turing machine M, define 
countM so that for all strings x, countM(X) is the binary representation f the 
number of accepting computations of M on input x. 
LEMMA 1. If there is a polynomial q such that for all x, count M (x) ~< q(Ix[ ), then 
countM e PFNP(O(log n)). 
Proof Define CSM={(x,k) [k<~countM(x)} .  Clearly, CSMeNP.  Then, a 
binary search algorithm shows that countME PNP(O(1og n)). | 
The class FEW is defined by Cai and Hemachandra [CH90] to be an extension 
of UP and FewP. FEW is the class of languages L such that there is a nondeter- 
ministic polynomial time Turing machine M, a polynomial time predicate Q, and a 
polynomial q, such that for all x, 
and 
county(x) ~< q(lxl) 
x e L +-~ Q(x, countM(X)). 
THEOREM 10. FEW_~ PNP(O(1og n)). 
The proof follows immediately from the lemma. 
THEOREM 11. FewPFg ___ c PF implies FEW -- P. 
The proof is straightforward. If L e FEW and M is the machine given in the 
definition, then the multivalued function fM that on an input x outputs any 
accepting computation ofM on x is in FewPFg. Thus, by assumption, all accepting 
computations can be found, and therefore countM can be found. 
COROLLAgY 3. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. P = FewP 
2. P = FEW 
3. FewPFg__c PF 
4. FewPFg___c pFNe(O(1og n)). 
The equivalence of statement (4) with the other assertions i similar to the proof 
of Proposition 7. Namely, there is a psAT machine M that computes c(set-f) and 
that makes at most O(log n) queries. Simulate M on input x for all possible oracle 
answers. This gives a polynomial number of possible output values. A value y 
belongs to set-f(x) if and only if (x ,y )egraph( f ) .  Since graph(f)~P, 
c(set-f) E PF. 
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COROLLARY 4. (i) PF NP -- pFNP(O(log n)) implies P = FewP. 
(ii) FewPF ---c pFNP(O(log n)) implies P = FewP. 
Proof By Theorem 2, FewPF _ PF NP. Thus, PFt~ p _ pFNP(O(log n)) implies 
P = FewP, by the previous corollary. | 
Let SAT1 denote the set of formulas of propositional logic that have at most one 
satisfying assignment. Valiant and Vazirani [VV85] showed that R = NP if the 
promise problem (SAT1, SAT) has a solution in P. We use their result in order to 
prove the following theorem. The proof of this theorem is inspired by, but easier 
than, a result in [Tod91]. 
THEOREM 12. PF~ v = pFNP(O(log n)) implies R = NP. 
Proof Define 
SAT' = { (~b, i) I ~b has n variables, n t> i, and there is a satisfying assignment w 
of ~b in which the ith variable is true }. 
Clearly, SAT' ~ NP. 
Define cand(~b)= SAT'((~b, 1))SAT'((~b, 2)). . .  SAT'((~b, n)). (One might think of 
cand as a candidate for a satisfying assignment of ~b. Of course, in general it is 
unlikely.) Clearly, cand ~ PF NP. Thus, by hypothesis, cand ~ pFNP(O(log n)). Let M 
be a pSAT machine that computes cand and that makes at most O(log n) queries. 
Define M' to be a deterministic transducer that on an input ~b simulates M for 
all possible oracle answers. As in the proof of Proposition 7, M"s output is a 
polynomial size list of values, and M' runs in polynomial time. Let 
L = {~b I some output value of M' on input ~b is a satisfying assignment}. 
Clearly, L ~ P. Also, L is a solution of (SAT1, SAT). Thus, NP = R follows from the 
result of Valiant and Vazirani. | 
Corollary 4 and Theorem 12 are particularly interesting in light of the fact that 
the corresponding classes of sets pNP and PNP(O(log n)) are known to be equal. 
2.2.2. Taking Stock and the Difficulty of Inverting Functions 
A large number of possible inclusions have now been shown to be equivalent to 
or to imply complexity class collapses that are considered unlikely. 
Only the following possibilities have not been considered yet: 
NP 1. NPMVg_~ C PF NP (equivalent to NPMV_c  PF ,  ) 
2. NPMVg___~ FewPF (equivalent to NPMV___~ FewPF) 
3. NPMVg___c NPSV (equivalent to NPMV___c NPSV) 
4. FewPF___cNPSV 
5. FewPFg~cNPSV. 
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The next proposition helps to explain why the questions on this list are inter- 
esting. Recall that the inverse f -~ of every honest function fe  PF is a multivalued 
function in NPMVg. Thus, the difficulty of inverting f is the complexity of the 
single-valued refinements o f f  ~. We say that a function f is invertible in class cg if 
f -~ has a single-valued refinement in ~g. For example, f is invertible in polynomial 
time i f f  -1 has a single-valued refinement in PF. 
Every honest function in PF is invertible in PF Nv. Here we question 
whether every honest function in PF is invertible in some class that is smaller 
than PF Nv. 
Define a single-valued function f to be few-one if there is a polynomial p such 
that for each y ~ range(f), IJ{x ~ dora(f) If(x) = y } I[ ~<P(lY[ ).
PROPOSITION 8. Let cg be any class of single-valued functions such that f~cg 
implies cr 2 (f) ~ c~. Then, every honest (one-one, few-one) polynomial time computable 
function is invertible in class c~ if and only if NPMVg_Cg (NPSVg_~, 
FewPFe ~ cg, respectively). 
Proof Let f be an honest function in PF. Then f i s  NPMVg. If f is one-one, 
then f - le  NPSVg, and if f is few-one, then f - le  FewPFg. Thus, if f -1 does not 
have a refinement in ~, then neither does the respective class. 
Assume that every honest polynomial time computable function is invertible in 
class % Let fe  NPMVg. Define a function h by h(x, y)= y, iff(x)~--~ y, and h(x, y) 
is undefined otherwise; h(x, y)= y ~ (x, y )~ graph(f). So, h is an honest function 
in PF. Then, h is invertible in the class ~g. That is, there is a function sE cg such that 
for all y~range(h), s(y)= (x, y) ,  where f(x)~--~y. Define a'(x)=a2(s(y))= 
f fz ( (x ,y) )=y.  Then, o-' is a refinement o f f  that belongs to cg. Furthermore, if 
f~  NPSVg, then a' is one-one, and i f fe  FewPFe, then a' is few-one. | 
The following examples illustrate application of this proposition. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
the class PF. 
Every honest polynomial time computable function is invertible in 
NPMVg ___ c PF 
NPMV __c c PF 
+-* P = NP. 
EXAMPLE 2. [GS88]. Every honest one-one polynomial time 
function is invertible in the class PF 
NPSVg ---c PF 
~-~ P = UP. 
computable 
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EXAMPLE 3. Every honest few-one polynomial time computable function is 
invertible in the class PF 
FewPFg gc PF 
*-~ P = FewP (by Theorem 8). 
EXAMPLE 4. 
the class PF~ v 
Every honest polynomial time computable function is invertible in 
*-~NPMV c PF yv 
g - -  c t t  
~-~ NPMV ___~ PF~ v. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
the class NPSV 
Every honest polynomial time computable function is invertible in 
NPMVg ---c NPSV 
NPSV ~c PF~ P. 
The question of whether NPMVg~_cPF~ v is studied in [WT91], where it is 
shown that this assertion holds relative to a set of oracles of Lebesgue measure one. 
The question of whether NPMVg ---c NPSV is studied in greater detail in the next 
section. 
We leave items 2, 4, and 5, whether NPMVg_  C FewPF, whether FewPF ---c 
NPSV, and whether FewPFg~_cNPSV, as open questions. It might be worth 
observing that FewPF ___c NPSV implies FEW ~ NP, and the latter is probably false. 
Let cg be a class of single-valued functions and let fE  FewPF. Before completing 
this summary, let us reconsider the meaning of f~c (g. We defined this to mean that 
c(set-f) ~ Cg--all the values o f f (x )  can be found within cg. The definition for multi- 
valued functions f, in general, is that some refinement o f f  belongs to ~- -one  value 
o f f (x )  can be found within cg. An advantage of the stronger form is that stronger 
results are obtainable; e.g., Theorem 2 is a stronger statement than it would be 
otherwise. Are the two versions equivalent? In fact, if for all f~  FewPF, some 
single-valued refinement o f f  belongs to PF, then e(set-f)~ PF follows by an easy 
iteration. An iterative procedure along the lines of "Oracle Procedure 3.1" in 
[BLS84] 3 accomplishes this. Briefly, at each step of the iteration, values o f f (x )  
that the refinement has already found are deleted, until the range o f f (x )  becomes 
empty. Then, the list of values that has been found is output. However, if we replace 
PF by NPSV, then this algorithm does not seem to work because we cannot detect 
termination within NP (unless NP = co-NP). Thus, we can formulate two versions 
of the open problem FewPF_~NPSV- -one  in accordance to the convention 
established for FewPF and the other in accordance to the convention established 
for multivalued functions, in general. 
3 The class FewPF is called NPMVPB in [-BLS84]. 
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3. CAN NONDETERMINISM BE GUIDED ? 
Now we take up the question of NPMV ~c NPSV in greater detail. In this and 
the next section we will need to consider polynomial time reductions to functions, 
so first we will specify how Turing machines with oracles that compute functions 
are to be used. The following model is described in [Se178]. Here we assume that 
the oracle is a single-valued total function--generalities will be taken up in the next 
section. 
An oracle Turing machine M is designed either to recognize a set A, a set 
acceptor, or to compute a function f, a transducer. In either case, in order for M 
to access a function oracle, M contains a write-only input oracle tape, a separate 
read-only output tape, and a special oracle call state q. When M enters state q the 
result of applying the oracle to the string currently on the oracle input tape appears 
on the oracle output tape. Thus, given an input x to the oracle, the oracle, if called, 
must return a value g(x). The oracle may not provide its own input, so that any 
change to the oracle input must be made by M. (It is possible that M may read 
only a portion of the oracle's output if the oracle's output is too long to read with 
~P the resource TM of M.) Based on this model, we define A ~<~g and f-.~Tg, respec- 
tively, where A is a set, f is a single-valued partial function, and g is a single-valued 
total function, as follows: 
(i) A ~<~ g if there is an oracle Turing machine acceptor M with oracle g and 
a polynomial p such that, for each x~ {0, 1}*, M accepts x in time p([x[) if and 
only if x ~ A. 
(ii) -<P f'-~ T g if and only if there is an oracle Turing machine transducer M with 
oracle g and a polynomial p such that, for each x~ {0, 1}*, M accepts x in time 
p([xl) if and only if x ~ dom(f) ,  and, if x ~ dom(f) ,  then f (x )  is the final value of 
M's output tape. 
For purposes of the next proposition, let us say that a set A or a single-valued 
total function f is a total object. With this terminology, ~<~ has been defined as a 
relation on total objects. 
PROPOSITION 9. <~ is a transitive relation on total objects. 
Although the proof is straightforward, transitivity of ~<~ is a useful property. 4 
Now we turn to the main issue of this section, which is to take up the question 
NPMV~c NPSV is greater detail. The first theorem shows that it is sufficient o 
raise the question for satisfiability. Recall that SAT denotes the NP-complete 
4 It can be proved that ~<~-reducibility between single-valued total functions is not in general reflexive. 
However, the restriction of ~<~ to the class of polynomial-bounded single-valued total functions is 
clearly reflexive. Since it is the class of "feasible computable" functions whose "polynomial time com- 
plexity" we wish to compare, it is entirely reasonable to restrict our attention only to those recursive 
functions whose output values can, at least, be "written down" within polynomial time. Thus, the 
functions we wish to compute and the oracles we use are usually polynomial-bounded. 
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satisfiability problem, and that sat is the multivalued function whose value on input 
a formula of propositional logic x is any satisfying assignment of x, if x s SAT, and 
which is undefined otherwise. 
THEOREM 13. NPMV ~c NPSV if and only if there is a refinement h in NPSV of 
sat. 
Proof The theorem only requires proof in one direction. Assume that h is a 
refinement in NPSV of sat. Let fE NPMV and let T be a nondeterministic polyno- 
mial time transducer that computes f By Cook's theorem [Coo71 ], for each string 
x, there is a formula ~bx, obtainable in polynomial time, such that the satisfying 
assignments of ~b~ are encodings of accepting computations of T on input x. Let (9 
be defined so that if y is an encoding of an accepting computation, then (9(y) is the 
final value of the output tape. Obviously, C ~ PF. Define H(~b)= (9(h((~)), for each 
formula ~b. Then, define f l  (x)= H(~b~), for each x; fl is a refinement in NPSV 
o f f  I 
Define a partial function f to be NP-hard if for every single-valued total extension 
g off, SAT~<TPg. 
THEOREM 14. I f  NPMV___cNPSV, then NPSV contains an NP-hard partial 
function. 
The proof is straightforward. Let h be a refinement of sat in NPSV. To see that 
every single-valued total extension g of h is NP-hard, observe that 
x E SAT +--~g(x) is a satisfying assignment for x. 
A conjecture is raised in [ESY84] which states that there exists no promise 
problem (Q, R) such that 
(i) Q~NP, 
(ii) (Q, R)~NPPc~co-NPP, and 
(iii) (Q, R) is NP-hard. 
This conjecture implies that NP-hard public key cryptosystems do not exist, that 
NP ~ co-NP, and, as is proved in [ESY84], that UP ~ NP. 
THEOREM 15. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. NPSV contains an NP-hard partial function. 
2. There is a function f~NPSV such that (Qy, Rf) is NP-hard (i.e., every 
solution is NP-hard). 
3. There is a promise problem (Q, R) such that Q ~ NP, (Q, R) ~ NPP c~ 
co-NPP, and (Q, R) is NP-hard. 
4. There exist disjoint <~P-complete s ts A and B in NP such that every set that 
separates them is NP-hard. 
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Proof To see that statement 1 implies statement 2, le t fbe  an NP-hard function 
in NPSV, and let A be a solution of (Qs, Rs). By Proposition 2, there is a single- 
valued total extension h o f f  such that h ~<~ A. Thus, A is NP-hard. 
That statement 2 implies 3, and that 3 implies 4, are demonstrated in [GS88]. 
To see that statement 4 implies 1, let A and B be disjoint ~<~-complete sets such 
that every set that separates them is NP-hard. Define 
f O, xeA 
f (x )= ~1, xeB 
{ ~', otherwise. 
Clearly, fe  NPSV. Let h be any single-valued total extension of f, and define 
L= {xlh(x)=O}. Then, A~_L and B___L, so L separates A and B. Therefore, by 
assumption, L is NP-hard. However, L ~<~ h. Therefore, h is NP-hard. Since h is an 
arbitrary single-valued total extension off ,  it follows that f is NP-hard. 
COROLLARY 5. I f  the conjecture stated above is true, then NPMV ~c NPSV. 
3.1. Reductions between Partial Functions 
We have been considering NP-hard partial functions. Here we define the 
reducibility, polynomial time Turing reductions between partial functions, that 
underlies this hardness notion. The definition is not obvious, for one must decide 
what to do in case a query is made to the oracle function when the query is not 
in the domain of the oracle function. We will start from first principles; then, for 
single-valued polynomial-bounded functions, we will prove that a function f is 
reducible to a function g if and only if there is a reduction from (Qf, Rf), the 
promise problems associated with f, to (Qg, Rg), the promise problem associated 
with g. 
Let M be a deterministic oracle transducer. (As before, M is a deterministic mul- 
titape Turing machine with a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape, a 
write-only oracle query tape, and a read-only oracle answer tape.) We assume that 
M has designated accepting states in the usual manner and that M is polynomial 
time-bounded. 
If g is a single-valued total function, then we let M[g] denote the single-valued 
partial function computed by M with oracle g that is defined in the previous sec- 
tion. That is, for each x, x e domain(M[g])  if and only if M reaches an accepting 
state on input x, and in this case, M[g](x) is the final value of M's output tape. 
DEFINITION 1. Le t fand  g be multivalued partial functions.f is Turing reducible 
<~P to g in polynomial time, f..~ T g, if for some deterministic oracle transducer M, for 
every single-valued total extension g' of g, M[g'] is an extension o f f  
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Note that we do not require the oracle to "know" when a query x is not in the 
domain of g. In this case, our approach allows the oracle to provide an arbitrary 
answer. We require only that the result of the computation does not depend on the 
value of such answers. Note also that M is not required to "know" the domain of 
f, for M is only required to compute xtensions o f f  
Define a partial function g to be hard for a class of partial functions cg if fe  
.<P implies f'~-Tg. The following theorem demonstrates that the reducibility we have 
defined yields the desired definition of NMPV-hard. 
LEMMA 2. The function sat is hard for NMPV. 
Proof Let h be any single-valued total extension of sat. The proof is identical 
to the proof of Theorem 13. Let f~ NMPV and let T be a nondeterministic polyno- 
mial time transducer that computes f This time note that the function f l  that is 
defined in the proof of Theorem 13 is an extension o f f  and that f l  = M[h], where 
M is the transducer specified by the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 12. | 
THEOREM 16. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. f is NP-hard. 
2. sat ~<TPf 
3. f is hard for NMPV. 
Proof Suppose that f i s  NP-hard and let f '  be any single-valued total extension 
o f f  It is well known that self-reducibility of SAT can be used to find a satisfying 
assignment of any satisfiable formula. In order to prove that 1 implies 2, implement 
this reduction but replace each query to SAT with a simulation of the reduction 
from SAT to the single-valued total extension f ' .  The result is a reduction from an 
extension of sat to f ' .  
Lemma 2 shows that statement 2 implies statement 3. In fact, 3 obviously implies 
2 since sat e NMPV. 
Assume sat ~<Pf is witnessed by oracle transducer M. If f '  is any single-valued 
total extension off ,  then M[f ' ]  is an extension of sat. Thus, x e SAT ~ M[f ' ] (x )  
is an satisfying assignment of x. Thus, 3 implies 1. | 
THEOREM 17. I f  f and g are single-valued polynomial-bounded partial functions, 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
~P 1. f"~wg" 
2. For every single-valued total extension g' of g, there is a single-valued total 
extension f ' o f f  such that f '  <~P g'. 
~ PP(/~} Rg). 3. (Qj, R 2- T 
~ PP (/"} Rg). 4. (Qu, Rf)'~UT,~g, 
5. There is a polynomial time oracle transducer M such that for every single- 
valued total extension g' of g, M[g'] is a single-valued total extension o f f  
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~P Proof To see that statement 1 implies statement 2, assume f"~T g is witnessed 
by oracle transducer M, and let g' be a total extension of g. Then, define M'  so that 
M' simulates M with oracle g', except hat if M halts without accepting its input, 
then M' accepts and outputs 2. In this way, M' computes a single-valued total 
p~P l extension f ' o f f  such that f "~T g" 
TO see that statement 2 implies statement 3, let L1 be a solution of (Qg, Rg). By 
Proposition 2, there is a single-valued total extension g' of g such that ' v g ~T La. 
r r  ~P  , Assuming statement 2, there is a total extension f ' o f f  such that j ~T g- Again by 
~<Tf' By Proposition 9, Proposition 2, there is a solution A of (Qs, Rs) such that A v , 
transitivity of ~<T v for total objects, A ~<v L1 follows, and this is what we needed to 
prove. 
~<~PPII"} Rg) implies (Qf, PP (QI, RI) T ~g,  Rj)<~uT(Qs, Re) is one of the main results 
proved in EGS88]. 
Now we show that 4 implies 5. Assume (Qf, <PP Rf) "-~uT(Qg, Rg), and let M be a 
Turing machine that witnesses the uniform reduction. The general idea is this: Let 
g' be a single-valued total extension of g. By part (ii) of Proposition 2, there is a 
LI <<-T g. L(M) is a solution of (Qf, Rf), and, by solution L 1 of (Qg, Rg) such that P ' 
part (i) of Proposition 2, there is a single-valued total extension f ' o f f  such that 
f ,  <v L(M). Since, f '  <~P L(M), L(M) <~v L1, and L~ ~<P g', by Proposition 9, we 
have f '  v ' ~<T g '  We need to show that the machine that provides this reduction can 
be made to satisfy statement 5. This is easy to do by including the routines given 
in the proof of Proposition 2. Namely, define M' to be an oracle transducer that 
when operated with oracle function g' behaves as follows: On an input word x, M' 
simulates the algorithm given in the proof of part (i) of Proposition 2, but when 
this algorithm queries its oracle, M' simulates M instead. Furthermore, when M' 
is simulating M, M'  uses the oracle g' to simulate queries to Rg,, as in the proof 
of part (ii) of Proposition 2. It is obvious that statement 5 implies statement 1. | 
The following lemma shows that statements 1 and 5 of Theorem 17 are 
equivalent without the assumptions that f and g are single-valued and polynomial- 
bounded. 
LEMMA 3. I f  f and g are partial functions, then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
~P 1. f'~-Tg" 
2. There is a polynomial time oracle transducer M such that for every single- 
valued total extension g' of g, M[g'] is a single-valued total extension o f f  
Proof We only need to prove that statement l implies statement 2. So, assume 
that f~<v g via deterministic oracle transducer M. Define M' to be a deterministic 
oracle transducer that simulates M, except that if M halts without accepting its 
input, then M' accepts and outputs 2. It follows that for every single-valued total 
extension g' of g, M'Eg'] is a single-valued total extension o f f  | 
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THEOREM 18. <~ is a transitive relation over partial functions. 
~P Proof  Let f - .~Tg and let g<~h.  Let M1 and M2 be po lynomia l  t ime oracle 
t ransducers that satisfy statement  2 of Lemma 3 for f~< ~ g and g ~< xe h, respectively. 
Let h' be a total  s ingle-valued extension of h. Then,  M 2 [h ' ]  is a total  s ingle-valued 
extension of g. Thus,  M1 [M2 [h ' ]  ] is a total  s ingle-valued extension o f f  It  follows 
immediate ly  that  P f~T  h. | 
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